Effects of fabrication conditions on the double-peak structure observed in fiber Bragg gratings at harmonics of the Bragg wavelength were investigated, showing that slight variations in the alignment of the phase mask can affect the grating spectra significantly. A single peak occurs only when the incident beam direction is perfectly normal with respect to the fiber.
INTRODUCTION
The demonstration of permanent periodic refractive index perturbations along the core of an optical fiber, and their application as narrowband reflection filters, was first reported by Hill et al. in 1978 [1] . This effect has subsequently been the basis of extensive research and commercial efforts and allowed the development of an extensive range of optical devices used, for example, in various telecommunications and sensing applications [2] [3] [4] . These devices, commonly known as fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs), exhibit a wide variety of characteristics as determined by a number of parameters, including the fabrication methodology and the geometrical and material properties of the optical fiber.
FBGs are typically inscribed via the side illumination of a short length of the core of an optical fiber using suitable laser light. This results in small changes in the core refractive index, the extent of which is related to the integrated fluence at a given point. Because of the many possible variations in the process FBGs may be described in several ways, including the manner in which the refractive index of the core of the fiber changes with time, e.g., type I, type II, and as influenced by the beam intensity [5] ; whether the irradiation is via an ultraviolet cw (or quasi-cw) beam or high-intensity femtosecondscale pulses; or in terms of variations in the resultant spectral properties compared with standard FBGs, i.e., chirped FBGs, π-phase-shifted FBGs, and superstructure FBGs. [3] .
The behavior of all such Bragg gratings arises from the interaction of a forward propagating fiber mode with the periodic refractive index variation along the fiber core. At, or near, one of the FBG resonances there is a strong coupling into the corresponding reflected backward mode, at a wavelength that is given by [2] λm 2 m n eff Λ;
where Λ is the grating period along the fiber core and the harmonic number m 1; 2; 3; …. The effective index of the fundamental fiber mode, n eff , can be approximated as the refractive index of the fiber core at λm. The so-called Bragg wavelength, λ B , is the wavelength of the first-harmonic resonance (i.e., m 1).
The side-exposure method of FBG writing usually involves illumination of a short fiber length with an interferogram to generate the required refractive index periodicity. Alternatively, the point-by-point writing approach employing precision mechanical translation stages and controls can be adopted. A common method to obtain the interferogram is via insertion of a phase mask (PM) in the beam, which is popular because it is straightforward, repeatable, requires relatively few precision components, and produces a welldefined periodicity of Λ Λ pm =2 along the fiber core [3] . Standard phase masks are designed to provide maximum contrast for the interference of the 1 diffraction orders, through elimination of the zero and higher orders. However, in most phase masks these undesired orders are not totally suppressed. As a result, phase-mask-produced FBGs have a complex refractive index structure, as observed in images obtained of gratings [6, 7] . There are co-existing FBG periods of Λ Λ pm =2 and Λ pm present in the interference field behind a phase mask, as noted in simulations [8] . Furthermore, through the Talbot effect, diffraction patterns exhibit a repeat distance known as the Talbot length, L T [8] ; for standard phase masks this length arises from the interaction of the 1 and 2 orders [9] . Indeed, images of FBGs obtained via the differential interference contrast method, which exhibited these co-existing FBG periodicities (Λ pm =2 and Λ pm ), have been replicated by modeling based on the strengths of the phase mask's diffraction orders [9] . Across a Talbot period the dominant periodicity along the FBG is Λ pm , which manifests as two interleaved (i.e., π out-of-phase) gratings that produces the Λ pm =2 periodicity in the region where they overlap [9, 10] . Spectrally, the grating resonances will be the harmonics of the Bragg wavelength and double the Bragg wavelength:
Indeed FBGs resonances in phase-mask-produced gratings have been observed at double the Bragg wavelength [11, 12] and at several of the harmonics of either the Bragg wavelength or twice the Bragg wavelength, namely 2λ B =3, λ B =2 and 2λ B =5 [10, 13] . On the other hand, when just the 1 diffraction orders were present in an FBG writing arrangement involving a Talbot interferometer, features at twice the Bragg wavelength (expected near 1550 nm for Λ pm 536 nm) were not observed [14] .
In order to study reflection peaks or transmission dips at wavelengths other than the Bragg wavelength it is useful to ensure the fiber is single-moded at such wavelengths. This removes the potential complication of higher-order mode effects on the spectral details and thus, for a standard FBG, a single narrowband peak is expected. However, in previous work by the authors and others there are a number of examples where different harmonics of the Bragg wavelength have two closely spaced peaks despite the fiber being singlemoded, while a single peak is observed at the Bragg wavelength [11, 15, 16] . It has been proposed that this double-peak structure arises from the interleaved π out-of-phase grating planes of periodicity Λ pm (as discussed above), which produces a type of π-phase-shifted FBG in which the normal reflection peak has a dip at its center due to reflections from neighboring planes being cancelled [12] . It is important to note that these interference effects between out-of-phase grating planes occur only for the odd harmonics of Eq. (2b), (i.e., 2λ B , 2λ B =3, 2λ B =5) and so double peaks are never present for the harmonics of Eq. (2a) (i.e., λ B , λ B =2, λ B =3).
Interestingly, Dyer et al. [11] in summarizing their experiments (in which they reported on damage gratings using 193 nm radiation in fiber of unspecified diameter), noted the occurrence of either a single peak or a double peak at 2λ B in different gratings. They attributed the double peak to fiber misalignment, noting that a 1 mrad angle between the phase mask surface and the fiber produced a separation between the two peaks of ∼1 nm, meaning that the Talbot planes were not co-linear with the fiber axis. They conjectured that this produced a Fabry-Perot cavity in which a transmission maximum occurred at the grating reflectance peak since certain grating planes of periodicity Λ pm were π out-of-phase with similar planes elsewhere along the fiber core [11] ; such a condition will not occur for perfect alignment. This and the previous descriptions are virtually equivalent, as standard π-phase-shifted gratings are a Fabry-Perot effect arising from two distinct grating sections along the fiber core that are shifted in phase with respect to each other, and which usually, through a large value of the DC refractive index change, have a very narrow passband in the middle of the grating's transmission dip [17] . As the grating operating at twice the Bragg wavelength arises through the presence of phase mask diffractive orders other than 1, the refractive index change is small resulting in a passband peak in the middle of their transmission spectrum that is relatively broad. Modeling of this provided a good account of why the transmission spectrum at twice the Bragg wavelength is essentially a pair of dips [18] . Unfortunately, although Dyer et al. showed that the Talbot length was ∼5 μm they did not provide details of the fiber diameter or of the conjectured Fabry-Perot cavity. Nevertheless, their work suggests that spectral details, at twice the Bragg wavelength and at wavelengths given by Eq. (2b), are affected if there is a nonzero angle between the Talbot planes and the fiber axis. Knowing the actual fiber diameter is also important as, clearly, it determines how many Talbot planes are present in the fiber core [19] . This may also influence spectra as shown for investigations of fibers with different core diameters, for which the spectra had very different characteristics [12, 20] . The propagation of a guided mode through the complex refractive index pattern has yet to be studied in detail, although for multimoded planar devices it has been shown that interleaved grating planes can operate as mode-selective reflectors [21] .
The presence of two peaks at double the Bragg wavelength was, as noted above, attributed to the alignment of the FBG writing system [11] , and this might be why the peak/dip spacing at twice the Bragg wavelength changed from 0.3 nm in a stationary writing system [12] to 0.45 nm when a scanning method was used, despite all gratings being written with the same phase mask and fiber type [22] . Indeed the alignment of optical components in FBG fabrication systems has been shown by other authors to be responsible for small changes in spectra near the Bragg wavelength. For example, it was shown that small deviations (0.01°) of the UV laser beam from normal incidence on the phase mask had a significant effect on free-space interference patterns [8] , while the effect of an angular misalignment with respect to the phase mask of the input beam was simulated for three-dimensional interference patterns [23] . Furthermore, it was found that the Bragg wavelength was shorter in the case of a converging incident beam and longer when the incident light was diverging [24] . The deliberate tilting of the phase mask with respect to the fiber, at an angle of about 4°or greater, results in the formation of a blazed grating in which some of the reflected power is reflected into cladding modes [25] and the Bragg wavelength increases slightly [Eq. (1) is multiplied by 1= cos θ, where θ is the tilt angle] [26] . This paper presents results of investigations of how the double-peak properties at harmonics of the Bragg wavelength are related to the writing conditions. To do this, investigations of the alignment and positioning of the fiber with respect to the phase mask were conducted, to observe how the FBG spectra, and in particular the wavelength spacing of dual peaks, were affected. In each case the fiber core was exposed to a particular portion of the three-dimensional complex diffraction pattern produced by a standard phase mask.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A series of FBGs were fabricated using a 244 nm UV continuous laser source with the scanning beam direct writing method. Two different phase masks were investigated, the first of which had a 536 nm pitch (PM1). The measured average relative strengths of the PM1 0th, 1, and 2 diffraction orders were 3.0%, 31.2%, and 17.3%, respectively, and the Talbot length was calculated to be ∼1.0 μm (for the interference of the 1 and 2 orders). The second phase mask studied had a pitch of 1.0703 μm (PM2). For this phase mask the measured average relative strengths of the PM2 0th, 1, and 2 diffraction orders were 4.1%, 44.3%, and 3.7%, respectively, and the Talbot length was calculated to be ∼4.6 μm for the combination of 1 and 2 orders. Two different fiber types were investigated allowing effects to be studied at a range of wavelengths while ensuring single-mode operation. As in previous work, Corning HI 1060 FLEX fiber, with a core diameter of 3.4 μm, a mode field diameter 4 μm at 980 nm, and a cutoff wavelength of 930 nm was used. In addition, gratings were written in Nufern GF1 fiber with a mode field diameter of 10.5 μm (at 1550 nm) and a cutoff wavelength of 1260 nm. All of the fibers tested were preloaded with hydrogen to increase the photosensitivity. The length of each FBG was chosen to be 5 mm.
Reflection spectra were measured at a range of different wavelengths corresponding to various harmonics of the Bragg wavelength. To cover the range of wavelengths of interest, several different experimental configurations were required. Peaks in the 1550 nm region were monitored using a swept wavelength system (JDS Uniphase, SWS15100) having a resolution of 3 pm. For the other wavelength ranges of interest, spectra were measured using an appropriate light source and an optical spectrum analyzer (ANDO, AQ6317B) in reflection mode using a 2 × 2 coupler. For peaks near 785 nm a superluminescent diode (780 nm center wavelength, FWHM 45 nm) was used while the remaining wavelengths were covered by the output from a supercontinuum white light source (Fianium Femptopower 1060). Although absolute reflectance values are provided in spectra, caution must be followed when attempting a direct comparison of peak reflectance values obtained for different gratings since the magnitude of the reflectance peaks for the standard writing of Bragg gratings depends upon conditions including writing time, writing power, and hydrogen loading. Indeed the peak reflectance at harmonics of the Bragg wavelength depends upon the fiber type used [10, 19] .
Software routines were developed specifically to analyze the measured spectra. The center wavelengths of reflectance peaks, above a set threshold level, were calculated as the mid-wavelength point of the 50% peak reflectance levels. The wavelength separation between dual peaks was simply determined from the difference in the center wavelengths of the peaks. The FWHM of peaks was calculated as the distance between the 50% peak level points.
Examples of FBG spectra at different harmonics of the Bragg wavelength are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , for gratings written with PM1 and PM2, respectively. The Bragg wavelength for the PM1 is approximately 780 nm and, as expected, a single but somewhat saturated peak is observed [ Fig. 1(a) ] for a grating written in GF1 fiber. At twice the Bragg wavelength, two peaks are observed [ Fig. 1(b) ]. For gratings written with PM2, the Bragg wavelength is approximately 1550 nm, and a single peak is seen for gratings written in both HI 1060 FLEX and GF1 fiber at this wavelength
The arrangements used to study grating writing conditions are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Initially the phase mask was vertical, the fiber was horizontal and parallel to the phase mask, and the UV beam direction was perpendicular to both. The precision of the initial alignments of all of these relative orientations was limited by manual alignment processes. In the first investigation, A, FBGs were written with the fiber at various distances, d, from the phase mask with the fiber remaining horizontal and parallel to the phase mask [as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d) ]. A range of changes in the fiber to phase mask distance were tested, including looking at the effect of small steps (of the order of 1 μm) and gross changes (up to 100 μm) from the original fiber alignment (fiber to phase mask distance ∼100 μm). For investigation B, FBGs were written as the phase mask was rotated at an angle, θ, about the UV beam direction by up to approximately 4°, while keeping the fiber horizontal, and at a uniform distance of ∼100 μm from the phase mask [as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(e) ]. Positive and negative angles refer to clockwise and anticlockwise rotations, respectively, relative to vertical. In this investigation a photo was taken of the phase mask relative to the horizontal fiber for each grating written, which was subsequently used to determine the exact angles of the phase mask. Finally, in investigation C, the fiber alignment was adjusted so that one end of the fiber was closer to the phase mask than the other end, while keeping the fiber horizontal and the phase mask unrotated, i.e., θ 0°[as shown in Figs right-hand side of the fiber moving away from the phase mask, while negative angles refer to the left-hand side of the fiber moving away from the phase mask. The automated positioning stages used in the fiber alignment (Newport MFN25CC) allowed control with a resolution of approximately 1 μm. For the fiber angle tests this step size equates to an angle resolution of approximately 2 × 10 −4°.
RESULTS

A. Variation of Distance Between Fiber and Phase Mask
As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), the aim of this experiment was to determine whether FBG spectra were affected by having the fiber core exposed to slightly different regions of the diffraction field during writing, which might involve contributions from different numbers of Talbot planes, and change which phase mask orders were contributing [9, 19] . Gratings were written in both the GF1 and HI 1060 FLEX fiber with PM2, and in HI 1060 FLEX fiber with PM1. For the FBGs written with PM2, the dual peaks were observed and measured at the 2λ B =3 harmonic of the Bragg wavelength at approximately 1040 nm. For the FBGs written with PM1, the dual peaks were observed at the 2λ B harmonic of the Bragg wavelength at approximately 1555 nm. No clear changes in either the center wavelengths or the spacing between the dual peaks were observed over the ranges tested for any of the fiber/phase mask combinations studied. The maximum variations in peak spacing were of the order of 0.1 nm but were uncorrelated with respect to fiber offset distance.
B. Rotation of Phase Mask
The effect of phase mask rotation on FBG spectra was investigated for gratings written in HI 1060 FLEX fiber using PM1 using the 2λ B harmonic of the Bragg wavelength at approximately 1555 nm. Examples of spectra obtained for gratings written with phase mask rotation angles in the range between −4°and 4°are shown in Fig. 4 . The rotation of the phase mask is expected to produce blazed gratings, as illustrated in Fig. 3(e) . In Fig. 5 (a) the change in center wavelength for each of the two peaks with respect to the orientation angle of the phase mask is shown. The two reflection peaks show a clear shift in center wavelength with an obvious spacing between the two peaks. The dashed lines in Fig. 5(a) are the calculated wavelengths when the peak wavelengths near 0°were divided by the cosine of the phase mask orientation angle, corrected for the slight offset, as appropriate for blazed gratings [26] . This has the correct trend but slightly overestimates the observed wavelength variation. The magnitude of wavelength spacing between the two peaks is plotted in Fig. 5 
C. Tilting of Fiber with Respect to the Phase Mask
Tests investigating tilting the optical fiber were performed with two combinations of phase mask and optical fiber type. In one combination, gratings were written in GF1 fiber using PM2, and the spectra for the 2λ B =3 harmonic of the Bragg wavelength at approximately 1040 nm were examined. The other combination involved writing gratings in HI 1060 FLEX fiber with PM1 and studying the 2λ B harmonic of the Bragg wavelength at approximately 1555 nm. When analyzing the spectra a clear dependence of the wavelength separation of the dual peaks on the fiber angle relative to the phase mask was observed, with a single peak present when the angle was close to zero. Examples of spectra obtained for dual and single peaks for both fiber/phase mask combinations tested are shown in Fig. 6 . The average FWHM measured for each of the individual reflectance peaks was approximately 0.06 nm for FBG written in GF1 fiber using PM2 and 0.13 nm for FBG written in HI 1060 FLEX fiber with PM1. No obvious trends in FWHM with fiber to phase mask angle were observed. The shift in the center wavelength for each of the two peaks with respect to the fiber tilt angle is shown in Figs. 7(a) and 8(a) for the two different fiber/phase mask combinations tested, while Figs. 7(b) and 8(b) show the wavelength separation differences of the two peaks at each angle. Given the uncertainty in determining this alignment with high precision, the symmetry of these data allowed 0°to be assigned to the case when there was a single peak. While the average of the peak wavelengths is virtually unchanged with tilt angle, their separation exhibits a rapid and linear variation with tilt angle with a negative gradient for negative fiber angles and a positive gradient for positive fiber angles. The magnitudes of the gradients of wavelength difference with fiber angle were virtually identical for positive and negative fiber angles. Linear Reflectance (Abs.) Fig. 6 . Examples of spectra for tilting the fiber relative to the phase mask for GF1 fiber and 1.0703 μm phase mask at (a) peak separation (fiber angle ∼0.07°) and (b) single peak (fiber angle ∼0°) and for HI 1060 FLEX fiber and 536 nm phase mask at (c) peak separation (fiber angle ∼ − 0.10°) and (d) single peak (fiber angle ∼0°).
fits to the peak wavelength separations gave average normalized gradients of 5.4 nm= deg for the GF1 fiber/PM2 data and 15.8 nm= deg for the HI 1060 FLEX fiber/PM1 data. Figure 3 (f) depicts the situation of having the Talbot planes parallel with the fiber core, illustrating the condition described by Dyer et al. as being aligned [11] . Conversely, if alignment is not achieved the fiber core will pass through successive Talbot planes at a rate that depends upon the angle. Our data (Figs. 7 and 8 ) exhibits a sensitivity of the wavelength variation with angle that is much greater than that evident in Fig. 5(b) 
DISCUSSION
Thus it is clear that slight variations in FBG writing conditions affect the behavior of the two peaks at double the Bragg wavelength (or at the odd harmonics of this) significantly. These results are consistent with earlier work, where a rotation in the cylindrical lens changed the separation between the peaks and there was a split from a single peak to two peaks [27] , and with the finding that slight variations in the incoming UV light directions causes changes in FBG spectral details [8] .
More significantly, the results provide strong support for the suggestion of Dyer et al. that the double peaks observed at twice the Bragg wavelength, or at odd harmonics of this, arise because the alignment of the fiber core is not exactly perpendicular to the Talbot diffraction pattern generated by the phase mask [11] . Spectral properties at these wavelengths depend upon how the Talbot diffraction pattern generated by the phase mask, consisting of perfectly interleaved grating planes all of periodicity Λ pm (i.e., adjoining planes are π out-of-phase), is photo-imprinted on the photosensitive fiber core. Perfect alignment enables a given Talbot plane to exist for the full length of the FBG, while any other alignment will cause any Talbot plane to eventually meet the core-cladding boundary. For the combinations of fiber types and phase masks used, the Talbot length, L T , was less than or comparable with the core diameter, which means that across the fiber diameter at any given position both phases of the grating planes (of periodicity Λ pm ) exist [19] and which, when the alignment is not perfect, produces two peaks at twice the Bragg wavelength, as noted previously [11, 12] . Although consideration of destructive interference between waves reflected from out-of-phase gratings gives a qualitative account for the two peaks arising due to a dip in the usual grating reflection peak, it does not account for why the separation of the two peaks depends upon the tilt angle, ϕ. A full account of why there are two peaks that diverge as ϕ increases is needed, but is beyond the scope of this work. It may be that the propagating mode encounters two different grating periodicities, which depend upon sin ϕ (i.e., approximated by ϕ for the very small angular range investigated) and when only a single peak occurs at 2λ B there is just one periodicity and the system may be regarded as aligned. Although Dyer et al. proposed a Fabry-Perot effect [11] , they provided limited details. We note that for their work, the reported peak separation of 1 nm implies a cavity length of ∼0.8 mm. When an FBG is not aligned properly the guided mode (at twice the Bragg wavelength or its odd harmonics) in the core encounters a succession of adjoining out-of-phase grating planes (of periodicity Λ pm ) that, by consideration of the geometry of Fig. 3(f) , exhibits a periodicity of L T = sin ϕ along the fiber core. For the work of Dyer et al. we calculate this distance to be ∼5 mm, which is very different to the inferred Fabry-Perot cavity length of 0.8 mm. Thus, whether a Fabry-Perot effect is the cause requires further investigation that will necessarily involve consideration of related studies, such as the behavior of pairs of FBGs used as in-fiber Fabry-Perot cavities [28] , and consideration of the coherence length of the light source [29] . These studies have shown that the differences in dual peak wavelength separation values for FBGs written with the same phase mask and optical fiber combination obtained in previous work [12, 20, 22] are due to differences in fiber alignment. The data obtained also suggest that controlled changes in writing conditions can be used to produce FBGs with specific properties, which may be useful for sensing and other applications.
Last, it might be inferred that these results provide for a method for ensuring the alignment of an FBG writing system. However, even if true alignment has been obtained, by virtue of a single peak at twice the Bragg wavelength, this does not guarantee that the replacement of a fiber with a new fiber will result in proper alignment as slight variations are inevitable when a new optical fiber is mounted in the system.
CONCLUSIONS
Sets of FBGs have been fabricated in two different fiber types and using two phase masks of very different pitch. This allowed the effects of three different alignment variations of the optical fiber with respect to the phase mask on the doublepeak structure that had been reported at twice the Bragg wavelength (and at odd harmonics of this) to be investigated. Most significantly, the situation of there being only one peak at twice the Bragg wavelength, which Dyer et al. described as being aligned [11] , was verified by measurements of wavelength separation as the angle between the fiber and the phase mask surface was changed. Indeed, the alignment sensitivity is such that if the Talbot planes are not perfectly parallel with the fiber axis then two peaks are present, as found when the angle between the fiber and the phase mask surface was less than 0.1 mrad. In contrast to this extreme sensitivity with alignment angle, the rotation of the phase mask provided a much less sensitive 1=cos θ variation of the wavelength with angle, due to blazed gratings being produced in which the grating planes are not perpendicular to the fiber axis, as expected. The results demonstrate that FBG spectra at twice the Bragg wavelength are highly sensitive to the actual relationship between the Talbot diffraction pattern and the fiber core. Further work in understanding these gratings is in progress, particularly for accounting for the variation of the peak separation at double the Bragg wavelength (or at the odd harmonics of this) with the angle, ϕ, between the fiber and the phase mask, as well as examination of their properties in different fiber types [30] . Investigations of the response of such gratings to various measurands has also been reported for comparison with standard FBGs [31] .
